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MEACCI
History | Passion
The Company “Meacci s.r.l.” was established long ago, in November 1963.
It was originally called “Meacci Ferdinando & C. snc.” and its initial activity was in the metal and mechanical
sector. After a short time, it was turned into a mechanic workshop, where they mainly manufactured machines
and special parts for the wine and olive oil markets.
Around the end of the Sixties’, on the wings of the great shoe-industry boom, the Company moved to new premises with a surface of 4,500 square meters: at that time they mostly manufactured milling machines (profilers),
that are special machines for the production of wedges for clogs. In this period the Meacci Company reached its
maximum development, employing 40 persons.
Thanks to the prosperity of the shoe-industry, in the early Seventies’ the Company came into contact with the
world of cork, made its first experiences and developed the product that would become its article of reference.
From the middle of the Seventies, the inexorable decline of clogs began and at this point the firm started to
devote itself full time to the cork sector, particularly to the production of corks, given the presence in the area
of various cork factories.
The first machine to be developed and introduced into the market was a “pneumatic selecting machine for natural
corks”, a true revolution for the time. This machine is still being manufactured and boasts a production of over
300 units over time.
Subsequently, the Meacci Company brought other machines onto the market and in 1986 the functional prototype of the machine “Corpocork” was developed: it is a plant for the production of agglomerated corks for
champagne and wine, which saw a great development and a remarkable success, so as to boast the production
of over 70 plants. In 1997 the Company established a new production unit in Sardinia, in order to increase its
production and better meet the requirements of the local clients.
Last September 2005 Meacci srl began a reorganizing plan, concentrating all its activities in a new location.
In September 2009, the modernization process led the Company to take over the “Belluti Adriano” firm, a leading
company in the Italian market for welding machines, cork counting machine, lubricators, etc. In 2018 Meacci srl
moved to another location again, due to its strong growth and nowadays employs more than 20 persons.

MEACCI
Technology
Today Meacci srl is present on the market and has a
leading role in the sector of cork processing machines,
and not only for the wide range of products offered but
above all for the following qualities:
Seriousness | Reliability | Innovation

Meacci srl follows its own production, from design to
commissioning at the customer’s, also dealing with automation and plant engineering.
In fifty years of activity the Company has gained experience in various fields, from pneumatics to hydraulics,
from precision mechanics to electronics, from dynamic
weighing to temperature controls.

Development
Today Meacci srl manufactures machines ranging
through various sectors: machines for processing corks or synthetic caps, machines for making
wire-hoods, hydro-extraction presses for industrial
laundries, machines for making floor mops, machines
for sticking tags or labels on bottles or jars, prototyping special machines on customer’s request.
The Company has its own technical department for designing the machines.
Our machines are supplied with 2D and 3D CAD stations and CAM Technology: it is therefore possible to
manufacture the most complex parts on your own CNC
machines.
As a matter of fact, the Company has a very well organized machine department.
Most mechanical parts which form the machines are
manufactured in the workshop of the Company, in order
to be able to follow the manufacturing of the machines
step by step: only in this way you can assure a top quality standard.

MEACCI

Goals achieved

MEACCI

The work experience gained over the years
has had the highest recognition, that of
technological development and innovation,
the release of some patents valid both at
domestic and European level.
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